
Archiving NMR Data using Labarchives

You can use Labarchives as a means to backup NMR data.
Labarchives provides the options of not only saving your data, you 
can also document your data, provide annotations, etc.
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Working with labarchives

Labarchives is an electronic laboratory notebook. There is many ways how 
data can be organized , archived, stored and documented. 

We assume the following scenario:
*A researcher wants all of her/his NMR data organized in one page called 
“ NMR archive”.
*the spectrum recorded on a particular day is documented in labarchives. 
The entry will include the following:

- A text annotation (i)
- the actual data set (ii)
- A plot of the actual data set with annotation (iii)
- An message-window on  the spectrometer’s computer is documented via

a screenshot. (iv) 

For your particular work you may chose to enter more or less. 



Getting started with labarchives

From any computer you can open a webbrowser and go to the following
Location: https://mynotebook.labarchives.com/login

Chose the option: Sign in through your institution and select
“Georgia Institute of Technology”.  
This will lead you to the regular GT login page

https://mynotebook.labarchives.com/login


Creation of a new page

The researcher wants to save all data on a page called
“NMR archive 2021”.

Click here to 
create a new page



Documentation of NMR data

This should be done from the console of the NMR spectrometer.
Topspin should remain open.
Open a web-browser (Chrome), log into lab-archives and select the page, where 
the data are to be documented.  

The researcher starts with a text/annotation (i)

Click on + new and
Select the option
“Rich Text”



Creating a text/annotation 

Enter a text.
Click “save to page” once done



Inserting the original NMR data

For each experiment (spectrum) the Bruker software creates one directory 
with many entries; while data can be stored best in labarchives using one 
single file per experiment or series of experiments. 
Therefore the Bruker data need to be zipped into single files.

The easiest way to zip your Bruker data is saving them from Topspin:

Cllick here and select the
Option:
“Save As”



Inserting the original NMR data

Saving zipped data from Topspin:

Chose to save data as “zip file”

Specify the filename etc. 

Note: the zipped
will remain saved on the
NMR hard-drive. You might want
to delete them after the transfer to
Labarchives.

Pls save the data in your home directory



Inserting the original NMR data 

Upload of data into labarchives

In labarchives click: “+ New” and “Add files”, you can now select the files, which you saved
from Topspin.  Click “update” to start the upload.



Inserting  a plot into labarchives
There is no need anymore to print out spectra on paper. Plots can be directly 
inserted into labarchives. You might include a plot together with your 
archived data files.

Create the plot in Topspin using the plot editor (click “plot”) on topspin. 

The plot can be 
saved in a standard
Graphic format 
(JPEG, PDF, etc)
By clicking:
Layout -> export
Make sure that you 
enter the file 
description when 
saving the file.
(for instance  
myfile.jepg). 



Inserting  a plot into labarchives

Upload the plot as image into labarchives:

Select the option
+ New -> image

Labarchives allows you
to annotate the image.
For instance you can put
a marker on select peaks. 



Inserting screenshots into labarchives

Sometimes you want to insert information from the screen of the NMR 
computer, which cannot readily saved via a program. The solution is to 
create screenshots.

Type “Ksnapshot” in the search
Function, which can be activated by
clicking on the symbol in the lower left 
corner. 

Ksnapshot allows snapshots of selected 
Regions, windows or the entire screen.
ENTER will return to the Ksnapshot program,
From where you can save the snapshot.

You can save snapshots and import them 
as images into labarchives as described above.
(function: + new -> image) .


